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Journalist, entrepreneurImage technology credit: UnsplashNowadays, in the age of information overload, may be difficult to find practical advice to use to build a business or product. Correct e-books and books can become a great source of insights, realistic experience for review and analysis, a trainer that helps avoid typical mistakes. Below is a list of these
books for online marketing that every industry professional or entrepreneur should read in 2020.1. Content for traffic marketing and sales by Daniel Daynes Hotdaniel Dains Hot Content for traffic marketing and sales is perfect for any marketer who feels their content does not do what it should. It's perfect for you if you feel that your content misses something,
and i'm not sure why? Everyone tells you to write often, but you go crazy for all the work and small results. Daynes Hot shows you the content that will change things for you and then tells you how you can make the most of that content.2 Theory and practice. The ultimate guide to online content marketing by Alexander LashkovTh this book aims to help you
solve practical marketing tasks. Alex Lashkarh runs his own content marketing agency in Miami and has worked with dozens of tech startups over the past 10 years. An expert in the technology industry, he has a wealth of experience in helping technology companies talk to people using language that people can understand. This guide focuses on the
practical issues that each creator faces in his or her daily work. It's a training site that provides you with knowledge about the types of modern content and tactics that can help drive awareness and engagement. All data is supported by realistic case studies.3 Lead Machine Small Business Guide to Digital Marketing by Brooks Brooks Rich describes the
critical aspects of modern digital marketing and shows you how you can expand and grow your business. It talks about the different strategies you can use to get visitors to your website and how you can make sure they keep coming back. The complexity around some elements of digital marketing is simplified and readers are presented with a book that
simplifies what they need to do. The book provides a step-by-step guide to the development of your online business that is ideal for marketers and entrepreneurs in any niche.4 Hooked: How to build products forming a habit by Nir EyalNir Eyal is an expert in behavioral design, and the book is the result of his ten years of research. Eyal helps you understand
how people get to buy your product, but to make a habit of buying your product. Another important fact about this book is that Hunt's founder producer Ryan Hoover helped make the contents more practical. The author identifies the real methods used by modern companies to draw attention to and build direct communication The product or service they sell.
This book is a practical tool to lead the metrics keeping your business.5. Hacking Growth: How today's fastest-growing hacking success engine sean ellis and Morgan Brown hacking growth is a relatively recent book and, most importantly, not repackaged ideas contained by the old goodies of Philip Kotler. Both authors have solid practical knowledge,
especially since Ellis and Brown are pioneers in hacking growth. This book will give you practical insights into the multiple distribution models available. With that, you will get a real guide on how to implement hacking growth within your company.6 Data-based marketing with artificial intelligence: Harnessing the power of predictive marketing artificial
intelligence machine for marketing by Magnus Unemyr, 2018This is a unique work by Magnus Unemyr. First, it features insights about the application of artificial intelligence for marketing, which Unemyr gained through business interview marketing execs in top product building companies. Secondly, it is characterized by fully structured content, where all
products are divided into several categories. These categories include competitive intelligence, predictive pricing, advertising strategy, e-commerce, content marketing, access to potential customers, customer relationships, retail, and customer journey. These categories let you understand how and how tools can help you solve specific tasks.7 Factory
Choice: 25 behavioral biases that affect what we buy by Richard ShottonBehavioral Science explains what really motivates people, rather than what they claim motivates them. The selection factory explains how results from this powerful field can be easily applied to marketing. Shotton highlights the intricacies of goal selection and discusses how marketers
should do so. Even if you are not a marketer, this book provides fascinating insights into consumption and human behavior. It focuses on day-to-day decisions and examines what drives us to make them, and therefore what makes us a sign. What a great book marketing is worth reading, you know? Join Hacker Noon create your free account to open up your
personalized reading experience. Lisa Fotios/ Pexels since Bram Stoker introduced the world to Dracula, bloodthirsty immortals have been the subject of many novels and movies, and now, manga. From Gothic romances and bloody horror to modern suspense mysteries and goofy comedy, these shogo, shonin, and manga senen make bats, blood, fangs,
and gorgeous dead drop creatures of the night that make vampire fans swollen. Author, Artist: Matsuri HinoPublisher: Shogo Vaz Manga/VIZ Media Academy Cross offers an unusual approach to two very different types of students: day classes for humans and night lessons for aristocratic vampires. As adopted by the school principal's daughter, Yuki Cross
is one of the few students who know human The secret of night school mates. As Yuki discovers long-standing blood relationships, grudges, romances, and rivalries between various vampire clans, she soon finds herself in a disturbing love triangle that may cost her humanity. Author, artist: Kohta Hiranchercher: The Dark Horse When supernatural powers
threaten the Queen and the country, the Royal Order of the Protestant Knights, aka Hell's Organization, is on the front line. Their secret weapon? Alucard, a timeless, powerful and semi-impregnable vampire who can shoot, kill, and maim his enemies with cold-blooded efficiency. As he fights the Catholic Church, the Nazis and other vampires, Alucard takes
no prisoners as he leaves a trail of massacres in his wake. Author, Artist: Akihisa IkedaPublisher: Shunen Jump Advanced Manga/VIZ Media Tsuconi flunked all of his high school entrance exams, so he ends up in the only school that will accept him, Yukai Academy. The catch is that Yukai means monster and Yukai Academy is a high school for vampires,
demons and werewolves. Tsukuni is the first and only student in the human registered there. But his luck seems like it spins when a beautiful colleague falls to Ssukune almost immediately - mostly because Mocha is a vampire and she thinks his blood is positively delicious. Mocha there is no rush when her cross is torn, or Rosario, from her throttle, mocha's
true power and anger is freed. Author and artist: Yona KagesakiPublisher: Karen Tokyopop is unfit in a family of vampires. While her older brother seduces and feeds on the blood of beautiful girls, Karen is a vampire in the opposite direction: she returns blood to anyone she bites. The other weird twist? Karen's transfers give luck and vitality to her victims.
Once a month, Karen has blood to spare. If you don't find a victim to give her blood, she flows out of her nose... Which becomes very embarrassing. When her colleague Quinta sees her blood donating to a drunk businessman one night, he immediately jumps to the wrong conclusion. This only gets more complicated when Karen finds herself strangely
attracted to Quinta. Author: Darren Shanartist: Takahiro AraiPublisher: Yin Press Darren and Steve are best friends who share a fascination with monsters. Then a visit to an unusual circus and a meeting with a mysterious vampire forces them to make heart-throbs that change their lives in strange and frightening ways. This manga adaptation of Darren
Chan's best-selling nature novels was originally published in Japan in The Sunday Shonin magazine by Shogakukan.  Author: Stephenie Meyerrest: Young KimPublisher: Yin press this story of a human girl who falls in love with a handsome fellow who just happens to be a vampire who has sold millions of books and movie tickets around the world. Now
Korean manhwa artist Yong Kim brought the tale of Bella and Edward into life as a drawing Filled with dark drama, romance and yes, sparkle. Author: Sunao Yoshidartist: Keo Kiyocher: TokyoPop when the earth's population grew too large for one planet to manage, humans tried to colonize Mars. What this event is set in motion is the rise of two supernatural
races of vampires and a horrific war between humans and the undead that continues until 900 years later. On one side are Methuselah, a breed of vampire smelter, super powerful alien vampires. On the other side is the Vatican and its secret weapon Abel Nightroad, the immortal Crusnik who feeds on the blood of methusilla. As the clash between the two
powers, a political intrigue combines with science fiction and fiction for an epic tale with Byzantine twists and turns. Author: Hideyuki Kikuchiartist: Saiko TakakiPublisher: Digital Manga Publishing in a world long destroyed by Armageddon, vampires are aristocrats, scientists, and rulers of the world. As human beings reappear as a force in this dreary world
and vampire rule is disappearing, their thirst for human blood persists. In this dreary corrupt world is D, half vampire, half human dhampir who belongs to any of the worlds. He has a unique combination of power, magical power, intelligence and elegant, charming beauty that makes him the ultimate vampire hunter. Author: Asuka Katsura, production of
I.G./AniplexArtist: Asuka KaturaPublisher: Dark Horse Manga Saya Otonashi looks like an ordinary high school girl. It is athletic, tends to oversleep, and has a healthy appetite. She has a lot of friends and adoptive family who love her but Saya can't remember her life after a year or two and there's a good reason for that. Saya is semi-immortal and has a
special gift: her blood can kill the calendar, a ferocious breed of bat-like creatures that feed on human blood. The Japanese and U.S. governments are very interested in their talent. Author, Artist: Pisco HattoriPublisher: Shogo won manga/VIZ media from the creator of Oran High School Host Club comes an unusual romance between a human girl and a
reluctant vampire. Chewy Matsuoka was born with a weak heart, and her doctors say she doesn't have much to live with anymore. Toya is an 18-year-old vampire who hates blood. By refusing to feed or partner with a human, Toya is doomed to die too. But if Toya and Shioki exchange blood, they could both live for another 1,000 years. Can a young girl die
to teach an immortal boy the value of life and the joy of living it? Author, artist: Kazuku Vorumianchurch: TokyoPop Kiyo is a poor but hard-working high school student who inherits a large but dilapidated mansion from her grandmother, along with two roommates who happen to be vampires. To make things more complicated, someone is determined to make
her his bride. Korobushi is a sensitive soul who you prefer wilt than sucking blood without his So. But this is where the similarity ends, as bloody kiss is more like an goofy comedy than a sweeping romance. Author: Christopher Hartartist: AnzuPublisher: Del Rey Manga Giancarlo is a handsome and reclusive rich who captivates anyone he meets. But this
mysterious nobleman lives in a modern city with his old secret: he is a vampire and eternity is his, as long as he still feeds on human blood. But when Giancarlo meets Jenny, he stirs his heart and tries to fix his vampire ways. This won't be easy when a series of gruesome murders terrorize the city, and the detective is convinced that Giancarlo is the prime
suspect. Author: Ellen Schreiberartist: RemPublisher: TokyoPop with her black hair, dark makeup, skull accessories, and the likes of black clothes, Raven is your garden variety thyme high school girl. Her colleagues in Dallas are in her high tease, but little can get the raven down now that she has found her dream man: Alexander Sterling, a handsome and
sensitive man who just happens to be a vampire. Other than their purely nocturnal social life, Raven and Alexander's romance seem to be going well — even half-human Alexander, half-vampire cousin Claude comes to town and brings a pack of troublemakers to stir things up. Author, artist: Nanai ChronoPublisher: TokyoPop meet Johnny Rayflo,
handsome, devil has a vampire care with just got out of bed and hair and eyes bedroom machine. He is rich, he lives in a big house, he has a crew of machine maids who serve and protect him. When cyber vampire hunter Charlie Cresshounds visits, he unleashes an arsenal of swords and explosives on Rayflu's house. At the end of the bloody melee,
Charlie is poked with twelve swords, but the two still kiss and make up - or more accurately, make them out. Author, artist: Ko Sasakurapaside on a video game from TokyoPop inspired by the video game series Castlevania of Konami, Castlevania: The Curse of darkness centers around Lord Dracula, a war between humanity and an army of demons, the evil
undead led by the vampire master of Romania. Author, Artist: Chica Schiumschercher: CMX Manga from the creator of Yura and Night Monsters comes another story of horror and chojo flavored and suspense with a touch of romance. The only survivor of the brutal vampire attack who claimed her entire high school class, Canon herself is now a vampire.
With Fuui, the vampire crow speaks at her side, Canon swears on the cause of revenge as she seeks Rod, the Lord of vampires, and her source of timeless powers. Author, artist: Lee So young poplicher: TokyoPop Jae is an aspiring artist from Korea who studies her craft in Europe. When her roommate brings home a strange man she meets in a bar, and
then leaves him with Jay to sleep drunk, Jay overlooks it as one of those things that happens when you're young, we're raunched, away from home. As he sleeps, she can only be intrigued by his other looks and begins drawing, using her new guest and her model/muse. But this charming beautiful guy is more than just a random hottie from a pub. Michael is a
vampire. One bite leads to another, and before Jay knows it, she's deep with this mysterious man and his equally mysterious past. Author, Artist: Makoto TatnoPublisher: Digital Manga Publishing from the creator of the classic yellow yaoi manga comes a Gothic story from two mysterious siblings who are much more than they seem. Raven Hair Mika is so
much pretty and elegant impossible to be just another high school girl. Her brother Eru is home but is as ethereally eye-catching. To the ordinary observer, siblings can pass to angels who descended from heaven. But this twosome travel never stays in one place for a long time for some reason. As immortals who crave human blood, they must hunt and feed
in secret, then move when humans suspect their true identities and their ultimate secret. Author and artist: Ki ToumePublisher: TokyoPop since the death of his mother, Kazuna lives the normal life of a high school student. But when his long-lost sister Shows Chizona, Kazuna learns about a scary family secret. He discovers that the disease has been passed
on to him and to his sister by his mother from the family. The brothers are cursed by a blood disease that makes them crave human blood and flesh - which actually makes them vampires. Author: Keo ShirodairaArtist: Yuri KimuraPublisher: Viz media in the past long ago, vampire king Acabara Roserid Strauss ruled over a kingdom of vampires that coexisted
with humans. But when the vampire queen went to him in a frenzy caused by insanity, she was sealed away under a mystic seal. Since then, Strauss has searched the world in a seemingly endless quest to find his long-lost queen. But his quest is a little harder than it seems to prevent Strauss from finding his queen and waking her up, and the forces
opposed to Strauss have created an incarnate enemy: the Black Swan. This is a warrior woman who is reincarnation over and over again to fight the king forlorn. Author, Artist: Akira ToriyamaPublisher: Shonen Jump Manga VIZ Media from the creator of Dragon Ball, Dragon Ball Z, and Dr. Retreat comes an attractive one-shot story about Bayfu, a
vampire/koala boy, his ghost Pal Jose, and their lives in a village filled with all sorts of suburban monsters, ghosts, and demons. When an epidemic of monster flu hits their hometown, it's up to Paevo and Jose to recruit Mr. Maruyama, a retired wrestler to go on a road trip to get medicine to save their friends and family from this deadly disease. Author:
Sherrilyn KenyonArtist: Claudia CamposPublisher: St. Martin Griffin based on supernatural bestsellers by Kenyon, The Dark Hunters introduce scythe readers to Kiryan. This is an immortal object that was once a general in ancient Macedonia but now roams the night as a vampire hunter. Karimian has lived a scary handsome, loved, and betrayed before, but
finds himself hopelessly attracted to Amanda Devereaux. She is an accountant who has the distinction of being the only natural member of a clan who works in supernatural. Supernatural.
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